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About this documentation

About this documentation
These instructions describe how to use the software EAvolution and how the software
works. The EAvolution software is intended to control and evaluate the data created by
the following elemental analyzers:
¡ compEAct N
¡ compEAct S
¡ compEAct SMPO
The software is installed on the internal computer of the analyzers and can be operated
using its touchscreen or an external mouse and keyboard. EAvolution is an integral component of the specified analyzers and must only be used in conjunction with these analyzers.

Program version

This documentation is based on the software version EAvolution 1.3. Check the pagedevice status of the EAvolution software (→ "The device status"  11) to find out which
version of the software is installed.

User requirements

This documentation is intended for qualified staff familiar with the underlying principles
and methods of sulfur and nitrogen analysis. Safe operation of the analyzers requires
knowledge of the operating instructions of the analyzers compEAct N or compEAct S and
compliance with the safety instructions specified therein.

Typography and other conventions

The different elements in the software's user interface are highlighted as follows:
¡ All software elements are highlighted in bold, e.g.system.
¡ Menu commands in a command sequence always begin with the main menu on the
start page and are separated with a vertical line, e.g.analyses|new sequence.
The sections describing the EAvolution functionality (system, methods, calibration etc.)
start with an overview of the program pages with their respective content and functions
for reference. This is followed by a detailed description of the program's functions.

Sources and links

EAvolution contains software by third-party providers. License and copyright information can be viewed here: https://download.analytik-jena.de/?eavolution-licenses.
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EAvolution structure and operation

2.1

Starting and exiting EAvolution
NOTICE
Possible damage to the integrated device computer and the analyzer caused by
switching off the device using the mains switch
When switching the analyzer off, always shut down the internal computer first using the
ON/OFF switch before using the mains switch to disconnect the analyzer from the mains
supply. Failure to do this may damage the internal computer because it is not shut down
properly or damage the analyzer because it is did not cool down sufficiently.
The EAvolution software is an integral part of the analyzer. It is started when the analyzer is switched on and shut down when the device is switched off using the ON/OFF
switch.

1 Mains switch
Switching on the device using
the ON/OFF switch

2 ON/OFF switch

The mains switch is already switched on.
} Open the external gas supply.
} Switch on the analyzer by means of the ON/OFF switch.
ü The device system is booted and the EAvolution software is started. The method
that was activated before switching the device off is loaded.

Shutting down the device using
the ON/OFF switch.

Using the ON/OFF switch to switch off the device will initiate a software-controlled shut
down of the device system. The analyzer will not be disconnected from the mains supply
when doing this.
} Switch off the analyzer using the ON/OFF switch. Alternatively, select the menu item
system|power down system in the software.
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ü The combustion furnace heating is switched off. After 2 minutes, the gas flows
within the device are shut off and the detector is switched off.
} Cut the external gas supply after approx. 2 minutes.
ü The fans will continue to run for 30 minutes to ensure that the analyzer is properly cooled down. During this time, the LED in the front door flashes. After
30 minutes, the LED is turned off and the device system is shut down.
Switching the device on using
the mains switch

When using the mains switch to switch on the device, the analyzer is connected to the
mains supply.
} Open the external gas supply.
} Switch on the mains switch behind the front door.
} After 30 seconds, actuate the ON/OFF switch on the skirting.
ü The device system is booted and the EAvolution software is started. The method
that was activated before switching the device off is loaded.

Switching off the device using
the mains switch

Note: In normal operation the mains switch remains switched on. The analyzer must
only be disconnected from the mains by actuating the mains switch in case of an emergency, for transport or during maintenance and servicing.
} First, use the ON/OFF switch to switch off the analyzer (see above).
} Wait until the LED in the front door stops flashing.
} Open the door and switch off the mains switch.
ü The device system is completely switched off now.

2.2

Basic operation
The EAvolution software has a clearly arranged interface with a flat functional structure.
It features large buttons and input boxes for convenient touchscreen operation.
Like in a mobile app, the data and functions are arranged on program pages which can
be accessed via the start page or the quick access tool bar. Data is mainly entered and
displayed via the program pages. For entering more detailed data the system will open
individual dialogs.
Activate a function or an input box by tapping the object. Proceed in the same way to
mark values in tables. If data cannot be displayed completely on the screen, e.g. in large
result tables or parameter lists, tap the list and pull to the left/right or up/down until
you reach the desired position of the table. An alphanumeric on-screen keyboard is displayed for entering parameters.
There is also the option to work with an external keyboard. Plug in the input device into
one of the USB interfaces on the rear panel of the analyzer to do this.

2.3

Structure of program pages
After selecting a menu item on the start page a program page will open. On the program
page you will find the data of the selected menu item (methods, sequences, result lists
etc.) and functions applicable on this data. For example, this is how the buttons of the
functions Print and PDF export are displayed on the page calibration.
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A program page usually consists of the following elements. The numbering corresponds
to the numbers in the figure:
1

Open the quick access tool bar
Use the quick access tool bar to access every main menu item in the software
and return to the main menu of the start page.

2

Page title

3

Messages
Use this button to open the messages page where the current system messages,
warnings and errors are listed.

4

Device status
The device status page provides a quick overview of the current device parameters.

5

Function bar with buttons
On this bar the functions which you can execute on this page are arranged as
buttons, e.g. activating the method for subsequent measurements. Some buttons are not constantly displayed on a page but are only available when a certain
tab is selected.

6

Tab bar
Pages containing a large amount of data have them arranged in tabs. Tap the
header of a tab to open it.

7

Current tab
The tab currently shown on a page is marked by a blue line.
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8

Marked value
If you want to mark a value, tap the value line. The marked value is highlighted
in light gray. When it is possible to select several elements, the marked values
are highlighted with a blue check mark.

9

Elements/buttons (blue)
Elements shown in blue on a page represent buttons. Tapping on these elements will execute a specific function or open a dialog or a page with further
settings.

2.4

Structure of the start page / main menu
The start page of the software opens after the analyzer is switched on and the system is
booted.

Use the 5 large menu buttons to access all program functions:
Menu

system

Methods

Menu item

Functions

device

Configure hardware-related device functions of
the analyzer

settings

Configure program settings in EAvolution

lock screen

Lock input function of device

power down system

Switch off device and internal computer

new method

Create new method

open method

Open, edit and activate saved method

active Method

Show active method
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Menu

Menu item

Functions

new sequence

Create new sequence

open sequence

Edita saved sequence for analysis, start measurement

current sequence

Show and edit current sequence

current results

Show result table of last measurements (up to
10 measurements)

open results

Open saved results

recent viewed

Open list of last results that were viewed

analyses

results

Open data browser

data

2.5

Frequently used buttons
The program functions of EAvolution are linked with the buttons on the program pages.
Some functions are available on various program pages:
Button

Function

Show quick access tool bar
This button is available on all EAvolution pages. The quick access tool
bar can be used to access all menu functions of the program from any
page without having to return to the start page.
Show start page
The button is located at the top of the quick access tool bar.
Open the page messages
This page is used to display information, warnings and error messages
of the device. In case of errors you will also find the error description
and recommendations for troubleshooting here.
Open the page device status
This page displays information on the hardware and current status
messages.
Switch carrier gas off/on during measurement breaks
Eject sample rack of LS 2 autosampler for loading
Edit data and parameters on a page
Print data
Export data as PDF to connected USB flash drive
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Button

Function

PDF export is provided on different pages. You can export a result table
with the summary of measurements, data of a single result, the method
report or the calibration report, for example.
Return to preceding page
Quit page without saving changes and return to previous view
Acknowledge parameter changes in a page and return to previous view
Restore default settings of the parameter or parameter set of a page
Additional functions are available on selected program pages. Such functions/buttons
are described in the overview of the respective program page.

2.6

The device status
The device status page is used to obtain a quick overview of the analyzer status and the
EAvolution software status. Some buttons are used as shortcuts to start device functions,
e.g. to open the active method or to adjust the autosampler. The button
to open the
device status page is located in the top right corner of each program page.

Information on the device status

Some buttons activate shortcuts leading to another software function. The following information is available:
Button

Parameter

Description

status

Information on the analyzer's readiness to start a
measurement and status messages

method

Name of the active method
If no method name is shown, no method is activated.
Tapping on the button opens the active method.
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Button

Parameter

Description

parameter

Analysis parameters of the analyzer:
¡ TS: total sulfur or
¡ TN: total nitrogen

Detector type

Current measured value at detector

furnace temperature

Current furnace temperature

Gas flows

main-O2: Flow of oxygen for combustion
O2 2nd combustion: Flow of oxygen for post-combustion after pyrolysis in an argon stream
argon flow: Flow of argon, the auxiliary gas for safe
sample evaporation and pyrolysis
These values are set by the gas box and can be tested
with the internal or an external flow meter.

control flow

Status of gas flow
Checks if the sum of input gas flows matches the gas
flow measured by the detector at the MFM. Deviations exceeding the tolerance range will trigger an error message stating that the device has a leak. Measuring can only start after correction of the defect.

Autosampler / autoinjector or
GSS/LPG

Maximum sample volume of the syringe in the autoinjector or the autosampler

access level

User access levels (standard or service)

software

If you tap this button, you will receive the following
information:
¡ Software version
¡ Device type and serial number
¡ Host name, IP address and MAC address
¡ Available storage space

date & time

Current system time

Tapping on this button will open the parameter page
of the sample feeding module.

Tapping on this button will open the settings page of
the system time.
Button color

The color of the button
Color

indicates the device's readiness to start a measurement

Device status

The analyzer is ready to measure. All system parameters, e.g. gas flows and
furnace temperature, are OK.
gray
The analyzer is busy. For example when carrying out a measurement.
blue
A device error has occurred which prevents the device from measuring.
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Notes on the preparation stage

2.7

Color

Device status

red

Information on the device error can be found in the messages. The error
message is only deleted after the error is resolved and the message was acknowledged on the messages page (→ "Display of messages"  13).

The software can still be used while the device is in preparation stage. It is also possible
to run device functions which do not depend on the device's readiness to perform measurements, such as the adjustment of the autosampler. All sequences started during the
preparation stage will be executed automatically as soon as the analyzer is ready to
measure.

Display of messages
Device information and status messages are found on the messages page. This page can
be opened by tapping the

button in the top right corner of every page.

Whenever errors are detected in the device, the

button is replaced by a red warning

sign
. At the same time, the device status button
turns red. In this case, it is not
possible to continue the measurement until the error is resolved and the message was
acknowledged.
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} Tap
or the red warning triangle
to open messages.

in the top-right corner of the program page

} Mark an error by tapping the check mark at the beginning of the message line.
} For a marked error you can open message details with
. The information provided
comprises the time, type of message, error number, description and instructions for
troubleshooting. Actions can be available for some messages, such as initializing the
device.
} Acknowledge a message by tapping
. The message will then be moved to the
message archive tab. If you have marked several messages you can acknowledge
them one by one.
} The message archive contains messages from the past 24 hours. Use the magnifying
glass to change the date filter and view older messages.

System messages

The system can show additional messages directly on the screen and include them in the
current messages.
Warning/
Notice icon

red
yellow

Meaning

A device error has occurred. The error must be resolved before
performing further measurements.
Attention, e.g. limit exceeded for an AQS standard or a daily
factor
Information, e.g. automatic backup was successful

blue
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System settings
The menu item system lists device settings and software-based maintenance functions
as well as basic software settings.

3.1

Device configuration

3.1.1

Page device
The device page can be accessed by selecting the menu item system|device. On this
page you can set the device parameters for the analyzer.

The following functions are available:
Button

Command

Description

blanks

Display and edit blank values

initialize device

Establish communication between internal computer
and device components

rack eject

For the LS 2 autosampler: Eject the sample rack

data backup

Backup the database, export it to a USB flash drive
and restore it

initialize USB
storage

Prepare USB flash drive for database and data export
(PDF reports and data in CSV format)
Note: The USB flash drive will be formatted for this.
Any data stored on the USB flash drive will be deleted.

maintenance

Functions for device maintenance:
¡ Adjust autosampler / move to service position
¡ Adjust auto-injector syringe
¡ Change gas inlet flow and check control flow
¡ Update software / firmware
¡ Purge combustion tube
¡ Purge LPG 2.0 and GSS/LPG combination module
¡ Display properties of inbuilt detector
¡ Export log files

stop gasflow

Shut off carrier gas feed during measurement breaks
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Button

3.1.2

Command

Description

standby

Configure standby mode and set device to standby
mode:
¡ The gas flows are shut off.
¡ The furnace is set to the standby temperature or
shut off according to the standby configuration
settings.

Informations

Display of the following device information:
¡ Software version
¡ Device type and serial number
¡ Host name, IP address and MAC address

Editing blank values
The blanks page can be used to view and edit the current blank values (TS – total sulfur
or TN – total nitrogen). The blank values can either be entered manually or measured in
a sequence. For determining the blank values during the analysis, the blank value samples must be inserted before the samples or the calibration points in the sequence.
EAvolution allows working with 2 different blank value types: the diluent blank and the
preparation solvent blank.

Diluent blank

If the sample is diluted, the blank value for the diluting agent is of interest.
Unless already determined, the blank value for the diluent must be entered manually or
determined automatically before measuring the first diluted sample. Failure to do this
will lead to errors in all diluted samples.
The blank value of the diluent must be stated standardized to 1 µl.

Preparation solvent blank

The preparation solvent blank is the blank value of the solvent used to prepare standards for the measurement. The blank value is only used when measuring standards
(calibration measurement, measurement of AQS standard, determination of daily factor).

Editing a blank value

It is possible to measure each blank value separately and to enter the value on the
blanks page. All blank values entered here apply across the entire system and will be
used for the subsequent measurement.
} Select the menu item system|device|blanks.
} Activate the blank value box and enter the new blank value.
} Confirm the changes with OK.
ü The new blank value is accepted in EAvolution and applied to the subsequent
measurements.
It is possible to edit the blank value for individual results separately at a later stage (→
"Editing the analysis characteristics of a result and recalculating the result"  73).

3.1.3

Switching the gas flow off/on
You can shut off the carrier gas flow during measurement breaks to save gas.

Switching the gas flow off

There are several ways to turn the gas flow off depending on which program page is currently opened:
} Tap
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} If the button is not displayed on the current page, select the command system | device|stop gasflow.
} Select as special action within a sequence.
ü The gas flow is stopped. The
Switching the gas flow on

button turns green.

There are the following options to reactivate the gas flow:
} Tap

again.

} When enabling a method, the analyzer is enabled by default and the device parameters (gas flows and furnace temperature) on the analyzer are set. To edit the parameters on the method page tap

.

ü The
button turns blue and light gray
again shortly after. The gas flow is
restored and the device is ready for measurement.
Note:
When the device is in standby or gas shut-off mode, you should reactivate the gas flows
before starting the next measurement. After waiting for a short while which the system
needs to stabilize the baseline you can start the measurement or sequence.
Purge times

The following purge times are provided when the gases are switched on/off:
Device type

Switch gas flows on

Switch gas flows off

180 s

120 s

compEAct S

30 s

0

compEAct N

180 s

120 s

compEAct S

3.1.4

MPO

Putting the analyzer into standby mode and activating the analyzer
When not using the analyzer for measurements for an extended period of time, you can
switch the device to standby mode. This will switch the carrier gas flow off and reduce
the furnace temperature to standby temperature. Enabling the standby mode on the analyzer instead off switching it off completely will save you time when reactivating the
analyzer because this reduces the time the device needs to be ready to measure again
after an interruption.

Putting the device into standby
mode

There are various options to put the analyzer into standby mode:
} Tap

on a program page if the button is available.

} If the button is not displayed on the current page, select the command system|device|standby and tap
(see below).

. On this page you can also specify the standby temperature

} Select as special function within a sequence.
ü The analyzer will be put in standby mode. The
button turns green. The
button turns blue while the device switches to the standby parameters. Once the
standby mode is attained, the
Activating the analyzer

button turns light gray again.

There are the following options to activate an analyzer which is set to standby mode:
} Tap

again.

} Tap

in the standby configuration.
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} When enabling a method, the analyzer is enabled by default and the device parameters (gas flows and furnace temperature) on the analyzer are set. To edit the parameters on the method page tap
ü The

.

button is blue during the furnace warm-up phase. The device is ready for

measurement when the

button turns light gray.

Note:
You should reactivate the gas flows before starting a new measurement when the device
is in standby or gas shut-off mode. After waiting for a short while which the system
needs to stabilize the baseline you can start the measurement or sequence.
Standby configuration

You can open the window standby configuration by selecting the command system|device|standby. The furnace temperature set here is applied to the standby mode across
the entire program as well as the action entry in the sequence.

The following functions are available in the standby configuration:
Field / button

Description

turn furnace off

Switch off the furnace heating during standby

furnace standby temperature

Furnace temperature when the furnace is not switched off
You can select a temperature between 800 and 1100 °C.
Use selected parameters to set the device to standby
mode
Put the device back in active mode
Edit the standby parameters of the furnace

3.1.5

Database backup and recovery
There is the option to run an automatic or manual backup of the database with the
saved methods, sequences and results to protect it against possible data loss. Up to 3
backups can be saved at the same time in the internal computer. If more backups are
added the oldest one will be deleted.
The automatic backup default settings in EAvolution are as follows:
¡ Backup interval: weekly
¡ Day: every Monday
The interval and day of the automatic backup can be edited and the option can be disabled completely, if desired. The automatic backup is performed at a time selected by
the system within the set specifications to ensure that the analyses are not interfered
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with. EAvolution must be started for the backup. If the device is switched off at the stipulated backup time, the backup will be carried out the next time the device is switched
on.
The settings for automatic backup and the command for manual backup are found on
the data backup page.

A list on this page shows all currently backed up databases. Database backups stored on
the devices computer are shown in the column path and labeled with the note on device. Backups located on a connected USB flash drive are labeled with the note USB storage.
Functions on the data backup page
Button

Description

Backup the selected database to a USB flash drive
Restore the database
Backups can be located on the device's internal computer or a connected USB flash drive.
Backup the database (create backup)
Enable automatic backups and edit parameters

Performing a manual backup

A manual backup can be started at any point in time provided that the analyzer is not in
measuring mode.
} Select the menu item system|device|data backup.
} Tap

.

ü The system creates a backup of the current database and stores it on the computer. The list shows the note on device.
Settings for automatic backup

For automatic backup you must select an interval after which the backup will be created.
You can select between monthly, weekly or daily intervals and specify a suitable time of
day.
} Select the menu item system|device | data backup.
} Tap
.
The system opens the data backup settings page.
} Tap

to edit the parameters.

} Select the setting Yes for the parameter automatic backup.
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} Select the interval between 2 backups as well as the day.
} Tap OK to confirm and return to the data backup settings page.
ü The automatic backup is enabled and will be performed on the set day.
Restoring the database

You can restore the status of a database until the point in time when it was backed up.
Database backups can be restored from the computer or from a connected USB flash
drive.
} Select the menu item system|device|data backup.
} Select the backup to be restored from the list.
} Tap

.

} Acknowledge the warning that all data will be deleted by tapping Yes.
ü The selected database will be restored. The system is automatically restarted after this.
Downloading a backup to a
USB flash drive

Backups already stored on the internal computer can be saved to a USB flash drive.
Proceed as follows to start the download:
} Connect an initialized USB flash drive to the USB port (behind the front door, top
right). (→ "Initializing a USB flash drive for data export"  20).
} Select the menu item system|device|data backup.
} Select the backed-up database to be transferred to the USB flash drive from the list.
} Tap

.

ü The selected database backup is saved to the USB flash drive. It is shown in the
list on the data backup page with the note USB storage.

NOTICE
Backups are saved in the root directory of the USB flash drive according to the file pattern device_serialnumber/backup. Backup files must not be renamed. It is only possible
to restore the database if the file bears the original name the was automatically assigned by the system.

3.1.6

Initializing a USB flash drive for data export
USB flash drives which have not been initialized must be initialized in the analyzer prior
to data export.

NOTICE
All data stored on the USB flash drive will be deleted when initializing the drive on the
analyzer.
} Plug the USB flash drive into one of the USB ports of the analyzer (e.g. behind the
front door, top right).
} Select the menu item system|device|initialize USB storage.
ü The system will initialize the USB flash drive.
The following has to be observed:
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¡
¡

Only USB flash drives that were initialized on the analyzer are supported.
Only one USB flash drive may be connected to the analyzer at the same time.

3.2

Device maintenance

3.2.1

The maintenance page
The maintenance page can be accessed by selecting the menu item system|device|
maintenance.

The following functions for software-based equipment maintenance are available:
Button

Function

Description

Autosampler

Adjust autosampler and move to various reference
positions
Set syringe volume to be used

autoinjector

Adjust plunger stroke of auto-injector to the injection
syringe used

GSS/LPG

Purge GSS/LPG combination module or LPG 2.0

Software update

Update the software

Firmware update

Update the firmware

export debug
log

Export log file with information for developers (is
usually carried out by the service)

export service
log

Export log file with messages relating to device errors
which occurred

flow

Set gas flows

control flow

Check gas flows
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Button

Function

Description

flush combustion tube

Purge combustion tube with oxygen and configure
purge parameters

S-UVD / SUVD+ /
N-CLD

View detector parameters

Note: Only the sample feeding module (auto-injector, autosampler or gas metering system) which is connected to the analyzer is displayed.

3.2.2

Servicing the autosampler LS
The maintenance function for the autosamplers can be found on the page maintenance
LS 1 (LS 2 or LS-T). This page can be accessed by selecting the menu item system|device| maintenance|LS 1(LS 2 or LS-T).
Alternatively, you can tap
on the device status page to open the maintenance page
of the connected sample feeding module.

Functions on the page maintenance

The maintenance page contains the following functions:
Function

Description

syringe volume

Display volume of the syringe that is set

rack eject

Only for LS 2: Eject LS 2 tray for loading

service position

Move injector head to service position

This value can be edited by tapping

.

Always use the software to move the injector head to its service position when performing maintenance work on the combustion tube
or while inserting or removing the solvent and waste containers of
the autosampler.
Note: Once the analyzer is switched on using the mains switch and
the autosampler is switched on using the ON/OFF switch, it is no
longer allowed to move the injector head by hand. The sensors and
the mechanics for the positioning of the injector head might get
damaged otherwise.

sampler adjust
Adjusting the autosampler
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The sampler adjust page contains the following functions:
Field / Function

Description

sampler

Connected autosampler
The autosampler is either automatically detected during the device
initialization or may be selected from the list.

status

Display of readiness for operation

reference positions

List of positions that can be adjusted or moved to by the autosampler
The following positions must be adjusted:
¡ 1st rack position: Position 1 on the sample rack
¡ furnace: Injection port of the combustion tube (furnace)
The device can be moved to the following positions for checking:
¡ origin: Initialization position
¡ waste position: Waste container
¡ solvent position: Solvent container
¡ service position: Injector head moves to the right to allow the
maintenance personnel to access the solvent container and the
waste container
Move to selected position
Only tap this button if it is guaranteed that this reference position
was already adjusted or no adjustment is required.
Adjust selected position on the page

Adjusting positions

The positions of the autosampler can be adjusted as follows:
} Tap sampler adjust on the maintenance LS 1 (LS 2 or LS-T) page.
} Select the position 1st rack position or furnace from the reference positions list.
} Tap

.

} Use the buttons to move the injection head of the autosampler to the correct position.
– [++], [--]: Move injection head in large steps
– [+], [-]: Fine adjust injection head in small steps
} Tap OK to confirm the parameters and return to the sampler adjust page.
ü The configured position is stored. You can now move the device to the position by
tapping

.
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Place a sample cup closed with a septum in sample position 1 for adjustment. The autosampler is precisely adjusted at sample position 1, if the following conditions are met:
} Direction left-right: Move the injector head to the position in which the cannula is located in central position above the septum of the sample cup.
} Direction backward-forward: Move the sample rack (for LS 2) or the injector head
(for LS-T) to the position in which the cannula is located in central position above
the septum of the sample cup.
Note: The direction backward-forward cannot be adjusted for the LS 1.
} Direction up-down: Lower the cannula until the cannula tip is 1 to 2 mm above the
bottom of the vessel. The cannula must not touch the bottom of the vessel!

Correct adjustment of the furnace position on the LS 1 and
LS 2

In furnace position the cannula must hit the injection port of the combustion tube in
central position.
} Direction left-right: Move the injector head to the position in which the
cannula is located in central position above the septum of the injection
port.
} If the direction backward-forward is not set correctly, you will have to
move the entire autosampler to the correct position.
– Loosen the mounting of the autosampler on the analyzer and move
the autosampler to the required position.
– Then, re-tighten the screws firmly.
– Check the direction left-right once again.

} Direction up-down: Lower the injector head until the cannula screw connection (1) of the metering syringe is located in the cannula guide (2).
The screw connection is supposed to have a distance of 1 to 2 mm to the
bottom of the cannula guide.

Correct adjustment of the furnace position on the LS-T
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} Directions left-right and backward-forward: Move the injector head to
the position in which the cannula is located in central position above the
injection port.
} Direction up-down: Lower the syringe until the cannula screw connection
of the metering syringe is located in the cannula guide of the holdingdown device. It must still be possible to move the holding-down device
up by approx. 1 to 2 mm.

3.2.3

Servicing the auto-injector
There are the following maintenance functions for the auto-injector:
¡ Selecting syringe volume
¡ Adjusting the auto-injector
¡ Check auto-injector
The autoinjector page can be accessed by selecting the menu item system|device|maintenance|autoinjector. Alternatively, you can tap
on the device status page to open
the maintenance page of the connected sample feeding module.

Setting the type of syringe

Adjusting the auto-injector

} Tap
on the autoinjector page and select the volume of the syringe (50 or 100 µl)
in the dialog.
During the adjustment of the auto-injector the system checks the geometry of the syringe plunger that is used and corrects it if necessary.
} Tap syringe adjust on the autoinjector page.
} When being prompted, pull out the syringe plunger up to the maximum volume
(50 µl or 100 µl), insert the syringe in the auto-injector and confirm with OK.
The auto-injector will push down the syringe to half the syringe volume (25 µl or
50 µl).
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} Read the actual value on the syringe plunger and enter the value in the input field.
Confirm with OK.
ü The auto-injector has been adjusted.
Checking the adjustment

Check the adjustment in regular intervals.
} Tap verify adjustment on the autoinjector page.
} When being prompted, pull out the syringe plunger up to the maximum volume
(50 µl or 100 µl), insert the syringe in the auto-injector and confirm with OK.
The auto-injector will push down the syringe to half the syringe volume (25 µl or
50 µl).
} Read the actual value on the syringe plunger. If this value deviates, repeat the adjustment process.

3.2.4

Purging the GSS/LPG combination module and LPG 2.0
The metering valves in the LPG or GSS branch of the module can be purged using the
software. The software command for purging can be selected under the menu item system|device|maintenance| GSS/LPG or by tapping

on the device status page.

} Close the sample cylinder shut-off valve.
} Open the needle valve "LPG flow" or the needle valve "GSS flow". Drain the gas lines of
the module until the corresponding pressure gages show "0". Then close the needle
valve "LPG flow" or the needle valve "GSS flow" again.
} Remove the sample cylinder from the module.
} Remove hose no. 17 (GSS/LPG combination module) or hose no. 13 (LPG 2.0) with
the screw cap from the bubble vessel.
} Remove the injection cannula from the combustion tube.
} Connect the purge connection to the LPG or GSS connection for the sample cylinder.
The 4.5 to 6 bar of argon set at the gas supply are directly applied to the purge unit.

1 Shut-off valve of the purge unit

2 Purge connection

3 Bubble vessel

4 Hose no. 17 / no. 13

} Open the shut-off valve of the purge unit (position "on").
} Use the needle valve "GSS flow" or "LPG flow" to adjust the flow of the purging gas.
} Select the menu item system | device| maintenance | GSS/LPG in the software.
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} Tap

.

} Select the number of purge cycles (at least 5). The number of purge cycles required
depends on the samples and can be increased if necessary.
} Close the shut-off valve of the purge unit (position "off") after purging.
} Empty the gas line whose filter is being purged. Open the needle valve of the gas line
"LPG flow" or "GSS flow" and wait until the corresponding pressure gage shows "0".
Then close the needle valve again.
} Remove the purge connection from the LPG or GSS connection.
} Reconnect the screw cap with hose no. 17 or hose no. 13 to the bubble vessel.
} Attach the injection cannula to the combustion tube.

3.2.5

Setting the gas flows
It is possible to set various different gas flows and to use the flow test kit delivered with
the device to check these flows on the internal flow meter, for example, to test the tightness of the system or the correctness of the gas flows. It is also possible to connect an
external flow meter. The page can be accessed by selecting the menu item system|device|maintenance |flow.

The flow page contains the following functions:
Element

Description

volumetric flow

Selection of the gas flow

current value

Gas flow delivered by the gas box

volume flow

Set the gas flow
Start gas flow with set value
Stop gas flow

3.2.6

Checking the gas flows
The gas flows currently measured in the device are displayed on the control flow page.
To access this page, select the command system|device|maintenance|control flow.
The control flow page shows the following parameters:
Element

Description

control flow

Gas flow at the MFM in front of the detector

state

System leak test
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Element

Description

This will check if the sum of input gas flows (gas flows
from the gas box) matches the gas flow measured in front
of the detector at the MFM.
Note:
Deviations exceeding the tolerance range will trigger an
error message stating that there is a leak in the system.
Measuring can only start after correction of the defect.

3.2.7

Purging the combustion tube
The function flush combustion tube is used for tempering new tubes and for baking
tubes after they were exposed to extremely high TS content or partially inorganic TS/TN
compounds. This process can be started manually on the flush combustion tube page.
The temperature that is set there is also applied to the action flush combustion tube
within the same analysis sequence.
} Select the menu item system|device|maintenance.
} The flush combustion tube page can be used to configure the parameters for the
process and to start the process manually.
The flush combustion tube page contains the following functions and parameters:
Element

Description

furnace temperature

Temperature during purging

duration

Purge duration
Edit parameters
Purge combustion tube with selected parameters
Cancel purging operation

3.2.8

Displaying the detector properties
Current detector parameters can be displayed by selecting the menu item system|device|maintenance|S-UVD/NCLD. The display will show all parameters, such as temperature, pressure, measured value or operating time of the UV lamp (for S-UVD and S-UVD
+), which are relevant for the type of detector used in the analyzer.

3.2.9

Updating the software and firmware
You can update both software and firmware by installing the new file version from a
USB flash drive to the internal computer. The update files must be located in the root directory of the USB flash drive, they must not be stored in a subdirectory.

Software update

Updating the software will automatically update the firmware, too.
} Prepare the USB flash drive with the software update.
} Plug the USB flash drive into one of the USB ports on the device (e.g. in furnace
room behind the front door, top right).
} Start the updating process by selecting the menu item system|device|maintenance|
Software update.
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ü The update progress is shown on the screen, then the software will be restarted
(possibly several times). Software and firmware are updated.
Subsequent updating of the
firmware

The system will display a warning message when starting the analyzer if the sample
feeding module installed was not connected during the software update. In this case, it
is still possible to proceed with the measurement. However, please update the firmware
of the sample feeding module at your earliest convenience.
} Install and switch on the sample feeding module.
} Start EAvolution.
} Select the menu item system|device|maintenance|Firmware update.
ü The firmware of the sample feeding module is updated.

3.2.10 Exporting log files
Service and debug log files are system files which are used by the service personnel to
facilitate troubleshooting. In case of errors on your device which you cannot repair yourself, the first thing you should do is to download the service log file and send it to our
Service or Application specialists for a preliminary evaluation.
} Connect a USB flash drive to one of the USB ports on the analyzer.
} Select the menu item system|device|maintenance|export service log.
ü The service log file is saved to the USB flash drive and can be sent by email.
Note:
The debug log file contains information for developers and is encrypted for security reasons. If required, the Service and Application specialists forward this file to the developers (system|device|maintenance|export debug log).

3.3

General software settings
Select the menu item system|settings to access the settings page to configure the general EAvolution settings such as the language, data export settings, remote access and
other parameters.

3.3.1

Page settings
The settings page can be accessed by selecting the menu item system|settings.

This page contains functions for the general software settings:
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Button

Function

Description

lock screen

Configure lock screen

printer

Configure printer and paper format
A connected printer can be found and set up by the system.

report

Configure header text in reports

CSV

Configure CSV export from results

online export

Continuous export of CSV report and analysis report during analysis
The files can be saved to a connected USB flash drive or a
separate section of the analyzer's memory. The device
memory can be connected to a network and accessed
through this network.

data share

Configure data sharing

remote control

Configure analyzer control via remote access

language

Select language for user interface and reports

keyboard

Select keyboard layout of on-screen keyboard or optional
external keyboard
Activate/deactivate on-screen keyboard

3.3.2

date & time

Edit system time manually or by selecting a time zone

network

Enter a host name for network connection

Locking the screen and configuring the screen lock
Locking the screen hides the currently displayed information and prevents further input.
The user can lock the screen manually or configure the system to lock the screen automatically after a defined period of non-use. The options for the lock screen can be configured in the software settings.

Locking / unlocking the screen

The screen can be locked and unlocked manually.
} In order to lock the screen manually, select the menu item system|lock screen.
ü The screen will show a message stating that the screen is locked.
} The screen is unlocked by tapping on the screen or clicking the mouse. It is possible
to set a password for unlocking the screen.
ü The screen is unlocked for further entries.

Configuring the screen lock
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} Select the menu item system|settings|lock screen.
} Tap

.

} Make the required changes to the settings on the edit configuration page and confirm the changes with OK.
ü The parameters for the screen lock are set.
edit configuration page

You can use the following settings to configure the lock screen on the edit configuration
page:
Element

Description

lock automatically

Yes: The screen is locked after a defined period of time
with no user input.
No: The automatic screen lock function is not enabled.

timeout unit

Select the unit of time.

timeout value

Select the time limit after which the screen is locked automatically if no entry is made on the screen

password required

Indicates whether or not a password is required.
Yes: A password for unlocking the screen is set.
No: Unlocking the screen does not require a password. No
password is set.

password set

Set the password for unlocking the screen
Tap the parameter. In the dialog that opens enter the
password and re-enter the password to confirm it.

password reset

Delete the set password.
Tap on the parameter. The password is deleted. A password is no longer required to unlock the screen.
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Configuring the CSV export
The recorded measurement results, the corresponding detailed analyses and the separate analysis operations as well as the analysis parameters used in the sequence and
method can be exported to a CSV file. The CSV export can be performed on-line while an
analysis is running or after completing an analysis by exporting it from a loaded results
table.

CSV configuration page

The following CSV export properties can be edited on the CSV configuration page:
¡ Format
¡ Content
¡ Content of the headers
¡ Units of measurement of the results

Configuring the CSV export

Configure the content of the CSV export on the CSV configuration page:
} Select the menu item system|settings|CSV.
} Tap

in the common tab and edit the following parameters:

– character encoding: Character encoding ISO-8859-1 or UTF-8
– separator character: Delimiter between the columns
– text for missing values: This text is displayed when one of the values to be exported is missing
} Tap

in the analyses tab and edit the columns in the table:

– Mark all values/columns that should be exported with a blue check mark.
– In order to rearrange the order of the columns, select a value in the row and use
and
} Tap

to move it to the desired position.

in the analyses tab and select the following options:

– export column name row: The column title shows the value column of the tab
analyses.
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– export identifier row: The column title shows the value identifier.
Note: Both rows can be selected and exported at the same time.
– convert to base unit: The same unit of measurement is used for all results (g/l for
volume fractions and g/kg for mass fractions).
– max. number of determinations: Number of separate analysis operations of a
measurement result to be exported.
} Confirm all entries in the various dialogs with OK.
ü The settings are applied to the CSV export.
See also
2 Configuring the on-line export [} 33]
2 Exporting results as a CSV report [} 69]

3.3.4

Configuring the on-line export
The data recorded during an analysis are stored in the EAvolution database while the
analysis is executed. In addition to that, there is the option to export the data in CSV format and as an analysis report in PDF format continuously during the analysis process to
a separate section of the memory on the internal device computer or to a USB flash drive
connected to the analyzer. The data on the internal memory can be shared via a network connection.
The on-line export can be enabled on the online export page.

} Select the menu item system|settings|online export.
The system opens the online export page.
} Tap

.

} Select the on-line export of the analysis report and the CSV export on the configure
online export page.
} Select the storage location for the selected exports:
– data share: Save data in an internal storage location to provide access to the data
via a network
– USB storage: Save the data on a connected USB flash drive
} Tap OK to save the settings and return to the configure online export page.
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ü Data sharing via on-line export is activated.
If you have configured an export for data sharing via a network, you can go to the configuration page for data access directly by tapping on data share. If you have selected the
on-line export to a USB flash drive, tap on USB storage to initialize the USB flash drive
on the analyzer.
Note: If the on-line export on a USB flash drive is enabled and there is no USB flash
drive connected to the device, the system will show an error message when starting the
measurement. The measurement will still be executed and you have the option to export the data from the results table after completing the measurement.
See also
2 Configuring data sharing [} 34]
2 Initializing a USB flash drive for data export [} 20]

3.3.5

Configuring data sharing
If the analysis data was exported to a section of the internal memory for data sharing in
addition to storing it to the default location in the EAvolution database, the sharing of
data must be configured on the data share page to allow access to the data using your
network. The data sharing storage location is shown as a separate drive in your operating system.

data share page

The data share page contains the following functions:
Element

Description

state

active: Data sharing is enabled. It is possible to access the
export data in its specified storage location via a network
connection.
inactive: Data sharing is disabled.

network address(es)

Network addresses of the analyzer
The analyzer has two LAN ports (LAN1 and LAN2) on the
rear panel of the device. This allows connecting 2 different networks simultaneously.
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Current storage location of the data exported for data
sharing

free data share space

Total storage space allocated for data sharing
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Element

Description

free up space

Delete internal memory for data sharing
All data exported to this storage location will be deleted
after confirming a prompt. Data stored in the EAvolution
database is not affected by this deletion process.
Note: Data sharing allows you to access this storage location as if it was an external drive and to use the standard
Windows operations Copy, Cut or Delete to manage your
data.

Configuring data sharing in
Windows 10

The following preconditions must be fulfilled for data sharing:
¡ The analyzer is connected to a network via a LAN connection.
¡ Analyzer and PC are on the same network.
Configure the sharing of data:
} Select the menu item system|settings|data share.
} Tap

and enable data sharing.

} Take a note of the network address that is displayed.
} Configure a network drive in Windows:
– Right-click the This PC icon on the PC desktop and select the item Map Network
Drive from the context menu.
– Select a letter/name for the Drive in the Map Network Drive window and enter
the network address (http://aj-compEAct-...) you have noted in the Folder field.
– Complete the entries by clicking on Finish.
ü The data sharing location is now available in the Explorer of the PC under the
name/letter you have entered.
See also
2 Configuring the on-line export [} 33]

3.3.6

Controlling the analyzer using remote access
It is possible to control the analyzer via a remote desktop and to use this function to operate the analyzer from a PC. Remote access can be enabled on the remote control page.

remote control page

The following elements are available on the remote control page:
Element

Description

status

active: Remote access is enabled
inactive: Remote access is disabled

network address(es)

Network address of the analyzer
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Element

Description

The analyzer has 2 LAN ports on its rear panel. If both
LAN ports are connected to network, 2 network addresses
will be displayed; one for each port.
Activate the status for remote access
Setting up remote access on
the analyzer

Precondition for operating the analyzer via a remote desktop is that the analyzer is
switched on and EAvolution was launched.
} Select the menu item system|remote control.
} Tap

and set the parameter remote control to active.

} Open the browser on the PC and enter the network address that is displayed in the
remote control window.
ü The browser displays the EAvolution GUI. You can now use the PC to control the
analyzer via EAvolution.

CAUTION
Risk of injury from moving parts on the analyzer and its accessories
The autosampler arm and the auto-injector are particularly prone to cause injuries when
they are moving (crushing and perforation of hands by the cannula).
¡ Before operating the analyzer via remote access, make sure that no other user is
near the analyzer and trying to operate the analyzer manually.
¡ Carry out all software-controlled maintenance and adjustment tasks on the device
only using the analyzer's touchscreen or a PC that is placed in the immediate vicinity
of the analyzer.

3.3.7

Selecting the language
The language settings for the user interface and for exported reports can be selected on
the language page:
} Select the menu item system|settings |language.
} Configure the language settings:
– user interface: Output language on the user interface
– exports: Output language for exports to CSV files, results tables and analysis reports
– background operations: Language for the default values set by the system (e.g.
preset calibration)
} Confirm the settings with OK.
ü The language settings are applied.
Note: You can select different languages for the text displayed on the user interface and
the data output for exports.
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Selecting the keyboard settings
On the keyboard page, it is possible to select the country layout for the on-screen keyboard and an optional external keyboard and to disable the on-screen keyboard.
} Select the menu item system|settings|keyboard.
The system opens the interface page.
} Select the following settings:
– system keyboard layout: Layout of the optional external keyboard
– on screen keyboard layout: Layout of the on-screen keyboard
– use on screen keyboard: If you only use an external keyboard to work on the device, you can hide the on-screen keyboard by setting this parameter to No.
} Confirm the settings with OK.
ü The keyboard settings are applied.

3.3.9

Selecting the system time
The system time is factory-preset. There is the option to select a different time zone or
to manually edit the system time on the date & time page.

Setting the system time manually

} Select the menu item system|settings|date & time.
} Tap

.

} Tap on the calendar icon in the date and time field and select the date.
Tap OK to return to the system time screen.
} Restart the software (push the ON/OFF switch of the analyzer)
ü The system time is updated.
Selecting the time zone

You can set the local time zone for the system time.
} Select the menu item system|settings|date & time.
} Tap

.

} Select continent and town.
} Tap OK to return to the system time screen.
ü The time zone is updated.
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In EAvolution, a method contains the parameters for the different steps of an analysis
process. It could be considered the "recipe" for the analysis. Method parameters are displayed and edited on the method page.

4.1

Page method
The parameters of the selected method can be viewed and edited on the method page.
You can also activate the method for the subsequent analysis on this page. Parameters
are arranged on 5 tabs. The method page is opened when you create, edit or open a
method.

Functions on the method page

Button

Function

View and edit calibration
In EAvolution, the calibration is always linked to a method and must
be created after entering the method parameters.
Print method report
Save the method report as PDF on a USB flash drive
Edit method parameters
Note: Some parameters are essential, the so-called basic parameters.
These can only be selected when creating a new method. Therefore,
these parameters cannot be modified when the method page is in
editing mode.
Activate the method for the subsequent analysis

General tab
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Parameter

Description

name

Name of the method
When changing the name of the method this method is
renamed. No additional copy of the method will be stored
in the database.

folder path

Folder path to which the method is saved
If you select a different folder path, the method is moved
to that folder in the data browser.

created

Creation date of the method

sample feeding

Type of sample / sample feed:
¡ direct injection: Liquid samples
These are metered into the combustion system using
the autosampler or the auto-injector.
¡ LPG: LPG samples
These are metered using the GSS/LPG combination
module or the LPG 2.0
¡ GSS pressurized: Pressurized gases
These are metered using the GSS/LPG combination
module.
¡ GSS unpressurized: Gas samples
These are metered using the GSS module.
The type of sample feed is defined when creating a new
method. This parameter cannot be changed.

parameter

Determination tab

Analysis parameters of the connected analyzer
¡ TS Total sulfur (compEAct S, compEAct SMPO)
¡ TN: Total nitrogen (compEAct N)

Use the Determination tab to specify the sample parameters and the required number of
measurement cycles. These parameters are used as default values in the sequence
where they can be adjusted individually for each sample.
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Parameter

Description

composition

Select the unit for the content of the substance
The default setting (mass or volume content) is defined
when creating a new method. When selecting the unit
auto, the system will automatically choose the unit
matching the result.

determination count

Minimum and maximum number of separate analysis operations (measurement cycles) for a sample according to
the min-max pattern
The "3-5" in the example means: At least 3 analysis operations and at the most 5 analysis operations will be conducted for sample analysis.

RSD

Relative standard deviation (coefficient of variation) as
criterion for completing sample measurement
If the result is below the coefficient of variation after the
minimum number of separate analysis operations, no additional analysis operations will be conducted. Otherwise,
the measurement is continued until attaining the coefficient of variation or the maximum number of separate
analysis operations.

Rinse tab

injection volume

Sample volume to be introduced

density

Only for results output as mass fraction
Sample density

Use the Rinse tab to specify the number of purge cycles for the syringe of the autosampler.

You can determine the following purge steps for sample measurement:
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Parameter

Description

before analysis (sample)

Number of purge cycles for purging the syringe with the
sample before the first analysis operation of the sample
measurement
The syringe is purged with the sample.

before determination
(sample)

Number of purge cycles before every separate analysis operation within the sample measurement
The syringe is purged with the sample.

EAvolution

Process tab

Tab Detection

Methods

Parameter

Description

after determination
(solvent)

Number of purge cycles for purging the syringe after each
analysis operation
The syringe is purged with solvent.

after analysis (solvent)

Number of purge cycles for purging the syringe after the
sample measurement
The syringe is purged with solvent.

Use the Process tab to specify the parameters for the sample digestion.

Parameter

Description

furnace temperature

Furnace temperature at which the analysis is carried out
When activating the method, the combustion furnace is
heated to this temperature. The device is not ready to
measure until the furnace temperature is reached.

duration 2nd combustion

Duration of post-combustion in the oxygen stream
During post-combustion the argon in the inner tube is replaced by oxygen to burn any pyrolysis residues.

argon flow

Argon flow as carrier gas and for pyrolysis

O2 2nd combustion

Oxygen flow for post-combustion

dose speed

Speed of the sample injection into the combustion tube

raise speed

Speed for the filling of the sample to the autosampler syringe

MPO

For compEAct SMPO
If activated, the MPO removes interfering nitrogen compounds from the measuring gas before it reaches the
measuring chamber.

Use the Detection tab to specify the method parameter for the detection of the measured value.
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Parameter

Description

maximum integration
duration

Maximum integration time
The maximum integration time is the time from the beginning to the termination of integration, if the limit value
has not been reached before integration has ended.

threshold integration
start

Limit value: when this value is attained integration starts
(the measurement is taken)

integration end
threshold

Limit value which triggers the search for the integration
end will start
In order to determine when the integration ends, the system will calculate the mean of 7 measured values (one
block). The criterion for ending the integration is met once
the mean values of 3 successive blocks are roughly the
same or show only a slight increase. The measurement
process is stopped.

Creating a new method
The EAvolution software assists you in creating a new method. The starting point for
this is the new method page which can be used to define the basic parameters for the
method. Once this is done, go to the method, page to edit the parameters for the analysis process and to allocate a calibration to the method.
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new method page

Use the new method page to define the following parameters:
Parameter

Description

name

Name of the method

folder path

Path in which the method is saved
If you enter a folder which does not already exist, this
folder will be created. The system will not issue any message for this operation. The default path for storing the
methods is "//methods/year/"

remark

Note on the method
This entry is optional

parameter

Analysis parameters of the connected analyzer:
¡ TS: Total sulfur (compEAct S, compEAct SMPO)
¡ TN: Total nitrogen (compEAct N)

composition

Choose between the different types of displaying the content of the substance: mass fraction (mass/mass) or mass
concentration (mass/volume). The type of displaying the
content of the substance cannot be edited in the method.
The units of the selected type of display of the content of
the substance can be changed at a later time.

sample feeding

Type of sample / sample feed:
¡ direct injection: Liquid samples
These are metered into the combustion system using
the autosampler or the auto-injector.
¡ LPG: LPG samples
These are metered using the GSS/LPG combination
module or the LPG 2.0
¡ GSS pressurized: Pressurized gases
These are metered using the GSS/LPG combination
module.
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Parameter

Description

¡

Creating a new method

GSS unpressurized: Gas samples
These are metered using the GSS module.

Proceed as follows to create a new method:
} Select the menu item Methods|new method.
} Make the required entries on the new method page.
} Confirm with OK.
ü The system opens the method page with the default settings for the analysis.
} Tap

.

ü The page changes to edit mode. You can now adapt the method parameters for
your analysis. After creating the method, the method must be linked to a specific
calibration.

See also
2 page method [} 38]
2 Calibration [} 45]

4.3

Opening / editing / activating a method

Opening a method

Use the data browser to load a method from the database in order to edit the selected
method or to activate it for the subsequent analysis.
} Select the menu item Methods|open method.
} Mark the method in the data browser.
} Tap

.

ü The system opens the method page with the method parameters. Here the
method can be edited or activated.
Note: Alternatively, you can activate the method directly in the data browser and then
tap
Editing a method

.

You can edit method parameters at any time.
} To edit the parameters on the method page tap

.

ü Now you can edit the parameters on the method tabs.
Activating a method

Activating a method indicates that you want to use the method for upcoming measurements. Device parameters entered in the method, for example, gas flows and furnace
temperature, are adjusted in the device. During creation of the sequence the samplespecific method parameters are used as defaults for the sequence.
} The edited method can be activated by tapping

on the method page.

ü The method will be activated. While the parameters are set in the device the device status
button turns blue. The device is ready to measure once the
button turns light gray.
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See also
2 page method [} 38]

4.4

Calibration
In EAvolution calibrations are allocated to specific methods. A calibration can consist of
several calibration ranges for which the user can define individual parameters. For example, it is possible to use a method/calibration for a wide measurement range. The
calibration function is used within defined boundaries for each individual calibration
range to interpret the analysis.
Note: The boundaries of the calibration ranges should not overlap and should ideally be
contiguous.
The calibration page contains the information on the calibration which is currently allocated to the method. More detailed information on the selected calibration range can be
found on the calibration range page.

4.4.1

Page calibration
The calibration page is opened when you tap
on the method page. You can do the
following on the calibration page:
¡ View and edit already entered calibration ranges in the method
¡ Create new calibration
¡ Import calibration from another method
¡ Reset calibration to default
¡ Print calibration data or export as PDF
¡ Delete, add and edit calibration points
Calibration data is arranged on 2 tabs. The aforementioned functions are allocated to
the tabs as buttons. Therefore they will be described separately for every tab. The functions Print and Export to PDF are available on all tabs:
Button

Function

Return to the method page
Print calibration
Export calibration as PDF on connected USB flash drive
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parameters tab

The parameters tab contains the following parameters:
¡ Type, name and folder path of the calibration
¡ Status of the calibration
¡ Date of creation and last calibration change
¡ Type of the content of the substance and unit of the standards
¡ Daily factor, measurement range and regression coefficients for each calibration
range
The parameters tab allows applying the following functions to the calibration:
Button

Function

Create new calibration
This will delete the existing calibration after confirming a prompt.
Copy calibration from another method

Reset calibration
All previous entries are deleted and the default calibration is restored.
Edit fields in the parameters tab

ranges tab
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The ranges tab lists the different calibration ranges.
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The following parameters of the calibration ranges are shown in the table on the ranges
tab:
Parameter

Description

range

Number of the calibration range

daily factor

Using a daily factor for correcting the calibration requires
defining a separate factor for each range.

regression type

The calibration curve is calculated using a linear regression.

mass (lower bound) /
mass (upper bound)

Mass of the analyte of the lower and upper calibration
range boundary

area (lower bound) /
area (upper bound)

Surface integral of the lower and upper calibration range
boundary

The following functions allow editing the calibration ranges:
Button

Function

Open the calibration range page with the data of a selected range.
Add a new calibration range for calibration
Delete a marked calibration range from the calibration
Note: Caution when using this function. The range is deleted without a
confirmation prompt. To restore it, all calibration points for the specific
range must be reactivated.
See also
2 page calibration range [} 47]
2 Creating a calibration with measurement of calibration points [} 50]

4.4.2

page calibration range
The calibration range page is opened when you mark a calibration range on the calibration page and tap

.

The calibration range page contains 5 tabs with the parameters of the calibration range.
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On this page the following functions are available:
Button

Function

Edit the parameters of the displayed calibration range
Return to the calibration page.

properties tab

The properties tab shows the parameters regression type and daily factor. You can edit
the daily factor and enter a manually calculated value.

parameters tab

The parameters tab shows the regression parameters and method characteristics resulting from that.

The parameters on display are:
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Parameter

Description

calibration function
(mass)

Calibration function: I = a * m + b
I – intensity
m – absolute mass

EAvolution

graph tab

Methods

Parameter

Description

calibration function
(concentration)

Calibration function: I = a * c + b

coefficient of determination

Square of the correlation coefficient

correlation coefficient

The correlation coefficient compares the dispersion of the
calibration measuring points of the regression function
with the total dispersion of the calibration.

linearity

The linearity test is carried out if at least four calibration
measurement points are used for the analysis. An adjustment test according to MANDEL is carried out with a significance level of P = 99 %. The result shown as an output
is either linear or not linear.

detection limit (calibration) /quantification limit (calibration)

The calculation rules of DIN 32645 (calibration linear
function) are used with a significance level of P = 95 %.

method standard deviation

The method standard deviation describes the regression
quality and is therefore an indicator of the calibration
quality assessment.

method coefficient of
variation

The variation coefficient of the method (relative standard
deviation of the method) should be used for the comparison of different calibrations with different calibration
ranges.

calculation volume

Calculation volumes for the standards

I – intensity
c – concentration

For the calculation of the determination limit a relative result uncertainty of 33.3 % is being assumed (factor k = 3).

The calibration curve is plotted in the graph tab.
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calibration range tab

The calibration range tab shows the calibration points which are currently used in the
selected range. In editing mode you can activate or deactivate additional points, edit calibration point data, delete or add calibration points.

area boundaries tab

The area boundaries tab shows the boundaries of the measurement range which apply
to the regression range. In this surface range the concentration of samples is calculated
based on the calibration coefficients determined here.
If limits are determined automatically, the values of the smallest and largest calibration
points from the calibration range are defined as limits. However, you can determine the
limits yourself, too.

4.4.3

Creating a calibration with measurement of calibration points
In EAvolution, each method must be linked with a calibration for the determination of
concentrations. This calibration can cover several concentration ranges with their own
respective regression. In this way, you can use a method for an extended measuring
range.
To specify a calibration for a method, execute the following steps one after the other:
1. Create a method and activate it.
2. Create a sequence for measuring the calibration points, i.e. standards with the analytes of known concentration, and measure the calibration points.
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3. Create the calibration ranges in the calibration of the method and assign the calibration points and, if required, the boundaries to the calibration ranges.
Step 1:Creating and activating
a method

} Create a new method or select an existing method.
} Tap

on the method page to activate the method.

} Quit the method page and return to the start page.
ü The method is activated for the subsequent measurements.
Step 2:Measuring calibration
points

} Start setting up a new sequence with the menu item analyses|new sequence.
The system opens the edit Sequence page with the sequence table.
} Enter the average blank value of the preparation solvent at the beginning of the sequence table: Tap
and select the type preparation solvent blank in the dialog add
measurement to sequence. Confirm with Add.
The blank value is shown at the beginning of the sequence table.
} Add calibration points (standards): Tap
log add measurement to sequence:

and enter the following values in the dia-

– sequence position: end or next
– type: calibration point
– number of items: Number of provided standards
} Confirm the entries with Add.
The calibration points are displayed in the sequence table.

} Assign the properties to the calibration points one after another. Mark a calibration
point and tap
firm with OK:

. Make the following entries in the dialog sequence item and con-

– unit: Unit of the standard if it differs from the default values
– nominal value: Concentration or content of the analyte in the standard
– injection volume
– Other optional entries
} Once all the calibration points are edited, provide the calibration standards according
to specifications in the sequence or place on the sample rack.
} Start the measurement: Tap

on the edit Sequence page.

ü The calibration points are measured.
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Step 3:Linking a calibration to a } Reopen the method: Select the command method|active Method.
method

} Tap
.
The system opens the calibration page.
} Go to the ranges tab.
} Tap

to add a new calibration range. Tap OK on the ranges page.

} Mark the range on the calibration page and tap
page of the newly created range.

to open the calibration range

} Go to the calibration range tab and tap on
to activate the editing mode.
All calibration points measured with the method are displayed in this range.
Note: If, at a later point in time, you are measuring additional calibration points with
the same method, they will also be displayed here automatically.
} Mark all calibration points to be used in this calibration range for the calibration
curve with a check mark in the in range column.
} Go to the area boundaries tab and define the boundaries of the calibration range.
Activating the option determine bounds automatically will set the highest and lowest
measured value of the regression range as the boundaries. If you want to select your
own limits, deactivate the option and select the measured values from the lists.
} Check the calibration in the parameters and graph tabs.
} Confirm all entries on the calibration range page with OK and tap
the calibration page.

to return to

ü The calibration range for the calibration range is now defined. If necessary you
can set up additional calibration ranges within the calibration.
Instructions for the use of two
or more calibration ranges

If you want to use more than one calibration range in your method, observe the following rules:
¡ The calibration points for the regression calculation of one calibration range may
also be used for the regression calculation of another calibration range.
¡ To ensure seamless calibration, there should be no gaps between the range limits.
Thus, the highest calibration point of one calibration range must be identical with
the lowest calibration point of the next range.
¡ To ensure a clear allocation of measured values, the range limits of two calibration
ranges must not overlap.
See also
2 Creating a new method [} 42]
2 Opening / editing / activating a method [} 44]
2 Creating a new sequence [} 58]
2 Editing the calibration range [} 52]

4.4.4

Editing the calibration range
The following configurations can be made for a calibration range:
¡ Activate or deactivate calibration points in the regression and adjust range limits
¡ Edit calibration point data
¡ Manually create calibration points
¡ Delete calibration points
¡ Add calibration points from the data browser
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The functions mentioned here are executed on the calibration range page in the editing
mode of the tabs calibration range and area boundaries.
Open the page calibration
range

Proceed as follows to open the calibration range page and to edit the parameters:
} Open the method with the calibration.
} Tap

in the method window.

} Mark the desired range on the calibration page and tap
The system opens the calibration range page.
} Go to the calibration range tab and tap on

.

to activate the editing mode.

} After completing all changes, tap OK to confirm the changes and quit the editing
mode.
ü The changes to the calibration range are saved and will be applied with the subsequent analysis.
Activating calibration points /
adjusting boundaries

It is possible to activate/deactivate individual calibration points in a selected range for
calculating the calibration curve and to edit the boundaries of the selected range.
} Mark the calibration points to be used for the calculation of the calibration curve in
this calibration range in the calibration range tab. Remove the check mark in the column to deactivate a calibration point.
} To adjust the boundaries to the changes to the activation state, go to the area
boundaries tab and edit the boundaries.

Editing the parameters of a calibration point

} Mark the calibration point and tap

.

} Make the necessary changes in the edit calibration point dialog and confirm with OK.
ü The changes are applied and the calibration characteristics updated.
The following parameters can be modified:
¡ Name
¡ Number of determinations
¡ Type of displaying the content of the substance
¡ Net integral
¡ Rated value
¡ Injection volume
¡ Density (if needed)
Edited calibration points can be reset by deleting the respective calibration point in the
calibration range tab and inserting it from the data browser after that (see below).
Editing the measurement result
of a calibration point

The result obtained after measuring a calibration point can be edited in the analysis report, for example for the subsequent selection of separate analysis operations for calculating the result.

Entering a calibration point
manually

The data for a calibration point can be entered manually.
} Tap
and manually enter the data in the add calibration point dialog. Confirm
with OK.
ü The calibration point is displayed in the calibration range tab and can now be activated.

Manual transfer of a calibration You can search for a calibration point in the data browser and enter it to the calibration
point from the data browser
range tab. This can be useful to reset an edited calibration point or to load a calibration

point that was edited in the measurement result, for example.
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} Tap on
to open the data browser, search for the calibration point and tap OK to
transfer it.
ü The calibration point is displayed in the calibration range tab and can now be activated.
Deleting a calibration point

You can delete calibration points in the list on the calibration range tab.
} Mark the calibration point and tap

.

ü The calibration will be deleted without a confirmation prompt.
It is possible to retrieve points that were deleted accidentally in the data browser and
reinsert them (see above).
See also
2 Editing the analysis characteristics of a result and recalculating the result [} 73]
2 Selecting separate analysis operations for result calculation [} 74]

4.4.5

Using the calibration from another method
You can copy the calibration from method and use it in another method. This can be
helpful if you want to calibrate with liquid standards when measuring gases or LPG, for
example.
} Open the method to which you want to add the calibration.
} Tap
.
The system opens the calibration page.
} Tap
in the parameters tab and select the method from the data browser whose
calibration you want to use.
} Confirm with OK and also acknowledge the confirmation prompt by tapping OK.
ü The calibration will be applied to the open method.

4.4.6

Removing a calibration from a method
It is possible to completely remove a calibration from a method by restoring the default
settings:
} Open the method.
} Tap

.

ü The system opens the calibration page.
} Tap on

in the parameters tab.

} Acknowledge the prompt to confirm deleting the calibration by tapping OK.
ü The calibration is deleted.
Note: You cannot restore a calibration once it is deleted. In that case, you will have to
recreate the calibration or copy the calibration from another method.
See also
2 Creating a calibration with measurement of calibration points [} 50]
2 Using the calibration from another method [} 54]
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Correcting the calibration with the daily factor
The daily factor is used to check and correct the calibration with a standard solution with
known analyte concentration. All subsequent measurement results are multiplied by this
factor.

Formula for the daily factor

The following equation is used to calculate the daily factor:

Ctarget

target concentration of the standard solution

Cactual

measured concentration of the standard solution

For calibrations with several calibration ranges, the daily factor must be determined separately for each calibration range using a standard from the respective measuring range.
Measuring and automatically
applying the daily factor in the
sequence

You can measure the daily factor in the sequence and have it transferred automatically.
To do this, add the types preparation solvent blank and daily factor in the sequence and
enable the option automatically import daily factor. Within this sequence, all samples
following the daily factor will automatically by corrected with this value.

Entering the daily factor manually for a method

You can use the formula above for a manual calculation of the daily factor for a standard
with a known concentration and enter the value for the calibration of the method.
} Use the method to measure the standard with the known analyte concentrations as
samples.
The first position in the sequence should be used for the preparation solvent needed
to prepare the standard followed by the standard.
} Use the formula above to calculate the daily factor.
Note: In case the preparation solvent blank value was not measured before the standard, you will have to deduct the preparation solvent blank value from the gross integral of the sample that was measured as the standard before calculating the daily
factor!
} Select the menu item Methods|active Method) to open the method.
} Tap
.
The system opens the calibration page.
} Mark the calibration range in the ranges tab and tap
} Tap

.

on the calibration range page.

} Enter the daily factor in the properties tab and confirm with OK.
} Proceed alike with all other calibration ranges.
} Tap

to return to the method page and activate the method by tapping

.

ü The daily factor is edited and used in the subsequent measurements.
See also
2 Creating a new sequence [} 58]
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5.1

Pages edit Sequence and execute sequence
For an analysis you must create a sequence with the succession of sample measurements and the required device actions. This sequence is shown in the sequence table on
the edit Sequence page. During the processing / measurement procedure, the information on the execute sequence page is complemented by the functions for displaying the
measurement results and pausing or aborting the measurement.

edit Sequence page

The edit Sequence page contains the following functions:
Button

Function

Edit the marked sequence entry
Add a measurement point
Add an action entry
Delete the marked sequence entry from the table
Save sequence
Switching the gas flow off/on
Note: When the gas flow is shut off, the icon turns green. Tapping on
the icon again will reactivate the method and restore the gas flow. For
best results, the measurement should only be started after a sufficiently
long interval for stabilizing the baseline.
Put the device into standby mode / activate the device
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Button

Function

Note: Once the device is put into standby mode, this icon will turn
green. When tapping on the icon once more, the device is reactivated
and the process parameters of the active method are set. In this case,
too, the measurement should only be started after the baseline has stabilized.
Eject the sample tray of the LS 2 autosampler
Start the analysis
The system opens the page edit Sequence
The table on the edit Sequence page lists the following parameters:
Parameter

Description

no.

Number in the succession of the sequence

pos.

Position of the sample on the sample rack

name

Individual sample name or description of action step

type

Sample type

method

Method used for the measurement
It is possible to use different methods for sample measurement
within one and the same sequence, if needed. The default setting
is the active method.

execute sequence page

The execute sequence page also contains the following functions:
Button

Function

Pause sequence
The current sequence entry is processed and then the sequence is
paused.
Abort analysis
View the result of a sample while the sequence is processed

The table on the execute sequence page contains the following additional parameters:
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Column

Description

execution
time

Measurement time

result

Measurement result

Creating a new sequence
You must create a sequence to run an analysis. The sequence consists of the succession
of measurements with all relevant information as well as actions for device control. You
can create the sequence and directly start measuring.
} Select the menu item analyses|new sequence.
ü The system opens the edit Sequence page with an empty sequence table.
Note: A sequence can be extended by additional sequence entries during a measurement in progress.

Adding measurement entries

You can add measurement entries for various sample types.
} Tap
on the edit Sequence page.
To insert an entry to an existing sequence, mark the sequence entry in the table before or after the desired insertion point and then tap

.

} Select the required options in the add measurement to sequence dialog.
} Confirm with Add.
ü The measurement entries are displayed in the sequence table. The properties of
the individual entries in the sequence can now be edited and complemented with
additional information.

The add measurement to sequence dialog allows selecting the following options:
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Parameter

Description

sequence position

Selection of sequence position at which the measurement
entries are placed:
¡ start / end: Insert measurement entries at the start or
end of the sequence.
¡ next/ previous: Insert measurement entries before or
after a marked sequence entry.

EAvolution

Editing a measurement entry
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Parameter

Description

type

The following sample types are selectable:
¡ Sample: Sample with unknown analyte concentration
¡ daily factor: Daily factor for the correction of the calibration curve.
You must determine an individual daily factor for each
calibration range of the calibration. The target concentration for the standard sample that is used can be
set in the sequence entry properties.
¡ calibration point: Standard sample with known concentration for the calibration of the analyte
The target concentrations for standard samples are
entered in the respective sequence entry properties.
¡ AQS standard: AQS standard samples (analytical quality standard)
The AQS measurement is a measurement of standard
samples for testing the analytical quality. The target
concentration of the standard sample and the upper
and lower limit of the measurement interval are entered in the measurement entry's properties.
¡ diluent blank: Blank value of the diluent when diluting
the sample using the autosampler.
¡ preparation solvent blank: Blank value of the solvent
that was used for sample preparation.
Note: Blank values must be measured before samples,
calibration points, daily factors and AQS standards.

number of items

Number of samples of equal type inserted in the sequence

item prefix

Automatic assignment of sample names
A consecutive number starting with 1 is appended to the
entered sample name.

result folder path

Storage location for results
Default folder: year\month\day
You should choose the same folder for all results of one
sequence. The results can then be viewed jointly in the results table.

method

Method to be used for the analysis of the measurement
entry
The activated method is used by default.

It is possible to edit the entries of the sequence to assign individual analysis specifications for each measurement entry. The analysis specifications include the name of the
sample and individual analysis parameters such as the injection volume of a sample. The
analysis parameters of the selected method are the default for the measurement entries. The configurable parameters of the sequence entries are adapted to the different
types of samples.
Note: The sample type of a sequence entry cannot be edited.
} Mark the entry in the sequence table.
} Tap
.
The system opens the sequence item page.
} Edit the parameters and confirm with OK.
ü The sequence entry is updated in the sequence table.
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Sequence entry page

The following parameters can be edited in all measurement entries:
Parameter

Description

name

Sample name / measurement name

result folder path

Storage location for the measurement results

remark

Individual note for measurement entry

method

Method used for the measurement

position

When using an autosampler: Position of the sample on
the sample rack
For LPG and GSS measurements: Number of the sample
cylinder
If all measurements are carried out with the same sample
cylinder, you must always use the same position.

density

For analyzing mass fractions: Sample density

injection volume

Sample volume that is injected into the combustion furnace for an analysis

determination count

Minimum and maximum number of analysis operations
for determining the result
The result consists of the mean value of a series of separate analysis operations. If the entered RSD (relative standard deviation) is reached after the minimum number of
analysis operations, the system will stop measuring the
sample. Otherwise, the measurement process will continue for at most the maximum number of analysis operations.
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RSD

RSD (relative standard deviation) of the sample analysis
used for eliminating outliers

dilution

Sample dilution ratio (not available for calibration points/
daily factor/AQS standards)
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Parameter

Description

A dilution of 1:100 means that 1 ml of a specific solution
is topped up to a final volume of 100 ml.
accept as system blank
value

Only for blanks
The blank value is transferred to the system after measuring and applied to all subsequent measurements until a
new blank value is measured or entered.
Note: Instead of measuring a blank value, you can also
edit a blank value manually and use it throughout the entire system (→ "Editing blank values"  16).

Special parameters for calibration points, daily factor and AQS standards
Some parameters on the sequence item page must be entered specifically for calibration
points, daily factor and AQS standards:
Parameter

Description

composition

The type of displaying the content of the substance for the
analysis is configured for the method and cannot be
changed here.

unit

Concentration unit of the standard sample

nominal value

Concentration of the standard sample

automatically import
daily factor

The daily factor is automatically applied to the calibration
range which contains the standard sample and the calibration is corrected accordingly (→ "Correcting the calibration with the daily factor"  55).

out of bounds action

For AQS standards and daily factor
The following options can be selected in case the limits
are exceeded:
¡ ignore: Sequence processing continues. The determined results are marked.
¡ power down system
¡ activate standby
¡ stop gasflow
¡ stop sequence

bound type

For AQS standards and daily factor
Enter absolute or relative limits

Adding an action

It is possible to add different device control actions to a sequence such as putting the analyzer into standby mode after completing the last measurement.
} Tap
on the edit Sequence page.
To insert an action in an existing sequence, mark the sequence entry before or after
the desired insertion point in the table and then tap

.

} Select the parameter in the add action to sequence dialog and confirm with Add.
ü The action entries are shown in the sequence table.
The following options can be edited for the actions:
Option

Description

sequence position

Selection of the sequence position at which the action is
placed:
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Option

Description

¡
¡
action

Editing an action

start / end: Insert the action at the start or end of the
sequence.
next / previous : Insert the action before or after a
marked sequence entry.

Selection of the action:
¡ activate standby
¡ stop gasflow
¡ power down system
¡ stop sequence: The sequence is stopped and continued only after confirming a prompt.
¡ wait: Stop the sequence for a specified period of time
and then continue the sequence. The stopping time
can be configured when editing the sequence entry. It
is also possible to activate a different method when
doing this.
¡ eject sampler rack For the autosampler LS 2
The sample rack is ejected and can be reloaded. For
this action sequence processing is automatically
stopped.
¡ flush combustion tube: The combustion tube is purged
with the settings defined in the system (→ "Purging
the combustion tube"  28).

For editing the action wait, mark the sequence entry and tap
eters can be defined on the sequence item page:

. The following param-

Option

Description

method activate

Select a method for a change of method
If no method is selected, the system will continue using
the current method.

Deleting a sequence entry

unit

Unit for the time interval of the stopping time

waiting time

Time interval

You can delete a sequence entry which you do not need anymore:
} Mark the entry in the sequence table.
} Tap

.

ü The sequence entry is deleted.
See also
2 Pages edit Sequence and execute sequence [} 56]
2 Saving a sequence [} 62]

5.3

Saving a sequence
You can save a sequence for loading it at a later point for an analysis or using it as a
template for a new sequence.
} Tap

on the edit Sequence page.

} Enter the required information on the save Sequence page.
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} Confirm the entries with OK.
ü The sequence will be saved to the database.
save Sequence page

The save Sequence page contains the following input fields:
Field

Description

name

Sequence name

folder path

Folder path of the sequence
Default folder: /sequences/year/month

remark

Comment on the sequence
This entry is optional.

default method

5.4

Method set as default when adding new sequence entries

Opening a sequence
You can load a saved sequence and start an analysis with it or edit it.
} Select the menu item analyses|open sequence.
} Select the path and the desired file in the data browser.
} Tap

.

ü The sequence is displayed on the edit Sequence page.
It is possible to edit the sequence and all entries in the sequence in the same way as after creating a new sequence (→ "Creating a new sequence"  58).

5.5

Starting, pausing or aborting an analysis
Prerequisite for starting an analysis is a measurement sequence containing the sequence
of the sample measurements and device actions. During the analysis, the data is saved
automatically under the sample name and folder path assigned in the sequence. When
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data sharing is enabled, it is also possible to save the data in CSV format or as a PDF
analysis report to the data sharing storage location in the analyzer or to a connected
USB flash drive.
Starting the analysis

The analysis is started on the edit Sequence page.
} Create a new sequence or open an existing sequence.
} Tap

on the edit Sequence page.

ü The analysis starts by processing the sequence. If no method is activated, the system will first set the required process parameters (gas flow and furnace temperature) on the analyzer. The system opens the execute sequence page with the sequence table which is now extended by the results columns.
Note: If several methods with different sample introduction options are used within one
sequence, e.g. a method for the calibration with liquid standards (direct injection) and a
method for measuring LPG samples, the sample introduction is checked and a notice on
the required rearrangement of the autosampler system on the analyzer is displayed.
Pausing or aborting an analysis

A running sequence can be paused or aborted on the execute sequence page:
} Pausing the sequence: Tap
sequence is paused.

. The current sequence entry is processed and then the

} Continuing a paused sequence: Tap
} Ultimately aborting a sequence: Tap

.
.

All sequence entries that were running when the sequence was aborted by the user are
highlighted in yellow in the sequence table.

See also
2 Creating a new sequence [} 58]
2 Opening a sequence [} 63]
2 Configuring the on-line export [} 33]

5.6

Displaying results while the analysis is running
The results of an ongoing analysis are displayed on the execute sequence page. All measurements that were already completed are marked with a green bar, the measurement
that is currently carried out is flashing.
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There is the option to display detailed results for measurements already processed and
for measurements in progress while a sequence is processed.
} Mark the line of the sample with a check mark and tap

.

ü The detailed information on the measurement results are displayed on the result
page. The Measurement curves tab on this page allows tracking the progress of
the measurement.
} Tap

to return to the execute sequence page and the ongoing analysis.

See also
2 result page with the analysis report [} 70]
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The measurement results are saved in the database. Folder path and sample name were
configured in the sequence. The data browser shows a measurement result under this
folder path and its sample name. All results stored in one folder can be displayed jointly
in a comprehensive results table. The analysis report contains the details on a result. It
comprises all separate analysis operations, data from the calibration process and other
information from the sequence and method relevant for calculating the results. It is also
possible to edit the results in the analysis report.

See also
2 Creating a new sequence [} 58]

6.1

Page open results
The open results page is part of the data browser and is displayed after opening analysis
results using the menu item results on the start page. The same functions are available
in the data window if you navigate to the results in the data browser and mark a result
there.

The following functions are available on the open results page:
Button

Function

Go to a parent folder in the tree of the data browser
The data browser only displays 3 levels of the folder tree at the same
time. Use this button to go back to a higher level.
Delete the selected result
Open result table
Print the analysis report (detailed measurement results, calculations
and individual measurements)
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Button

Function

Export a PDF file of the analysis report of the selected result to a connected USB flash drive
Open the analysis report for a result

6.2

Results table
The results table provides an overview of all results saved under a specific folder path.

6.2.1

Page result table
The result table page provides an overview of the results which were saved to the folder
path during the analysis. Select the menu items results or data to open the results table
from the data browser.

The following data is displayed in the results table:
Table column

Description

measured

Date and time of the measurement

name

Sample name

result

Analysis parameter (TS or TN), result, standard deviation
and unit

type

Sample type

state

Information on the measurement process:
OK: The measurement was completed without disturbances.
user cancel: The measurement was aborted by the user.
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Table column

Description

error: The measurement was aborted due to a device error.
The following functions are available in the results table:
Button

Function

Return to the data browser
Delete the selected results
Export the selected results as a CSV file to a connected USB flash drive
Print results table
Print the analysis report for the selected results
Export the results table as PDF to a connected USB flash drive
Export a PDF file of the analysis report of the selected results to a connected USB flash drive
Display the analysis report (details on measurement and separate analysis operations) for the marked sample

6.2.2

Opening the results table
The results table consists of a compact overview of the measured values, the sample
names and the sample types.

Opening the current results table

The results of the last 10 analyses can be displayed.
} Select the menu item results|current results.
ü The system opens the results table for the last analyses.

Opening results in the data
browser

When opening the results table from the data browser, all results saved to the selected
folder will be displayed.
} Select the menu item results|open results.
The system opens the open results page.
} Navigate to the desired sample list in the folder path.
} Mark a sample in the list.
} Tap

.

ü The results table is displayed.
You can also select the menu item data to open the data browser and navigate to the
sample list in the browser.
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Printing the results table
It is possible to print the content of selected results in the results table on the printer
connected to the device.
} Open the results table (→ "Opening the results table"  68).
} Mark all results to be printed in the report with a check mark in the first column.
} Tap

to print the compact summary of the results.

} Tap

to print the detailed analysis report of the results.

ü The results are printed.

6.2.4

Exporting the results table as PDF
It is possible to save the results table for selected results as a PDF file on a connected
USB flash drive.
} Insert a USB flash drive in a port of the device.
} Open the results table (→ "Opening the results table"  68).
} Mark all results to be exported with a check mark in the first column.
} Tap

to export the compact summary of the results.

} Tap

to export the detailed analysis report of the results.

ü The information is saved on the USB flash drive in PDF format. Wait for the message that the file was successfully saved before removing the USB flash drive.

6.2.5

Exporting results as a CSV report
It is possible to save data from selected results as a CSV report to a connected USB flash
drive. The content of the CSV report is configured in the system settings of the software.
} Open the results table.
} Mark all results to be exported to the CSV report with a check mark in the first column.
} Tap

.

ü The CSV report is saved on the USB flash drive. Wait for the message that the file
was successfully saved before removing the USB flash drive.
See also
2 Configuring the CSV export [} 32]
2 Opening the results table [} 68]

6.3

Analysis report for a result
The analysis report for a selected result contains all data captured and documented during the analysis. The analysis report is displayed on the result page.
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Result page with the analysis report
The result page shows the analysis report for all selected results. This report contains all
data that was captured and documented during the analysis. The analysis report for a
result can be opened from the data browser or from the results table.

Functions on the result page

The following functions are available on the result page:
Button

Function

Print analysis report of the result
Export analysis report as PDF to connected USB flash drive
Use another calibration with the related daily factor for the analysis of
this sample
Open the analysis method
Select separate analysis operations for result calculation
Edit sample data
The analysis data and the measurement results are organized in 5 tabs.
general tab

The general tab contains the following data:
¡ Sample names and folder path
¡ Date of measurement and last change
¡ The result with the standard deviation and the variance coefficient

specifications tab

The specifications tab contains the analysis parameters of the sample.
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TS (TN) - results tab

The TS (TN) - results tab contains the individual results and the mean for the measurement. Measured values not included in the calculation of the mean value (outliers) are
grayed out / disabled.

TS (TN) - Calculation tab

The TS (TN) - Calculation tab contains all parameters used for the calculation (calibration coefficient, injection volume, dilution ratio, blank value and daily factor).
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The TS (TN) - Measurement curves tab contains the plotted measurement graphs of the
separate analysis operations. Separate analysis operations are indicated by colored circles underneath the measurement in the same color as the measurement graph. It is
possible to show or hide a measurement graph by tapping on the respective icon. When
tapping on the graph the system will display the measured values at this point in the
graph.
Note: Invalid/deactivated separate analysis operations are not shown in this graph.
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Opening the analysis report
The analysis report for a measurement result can be opened from the data browser or
from the results table.
} Select the menu item results|open results.
} Navigate to the folder which contains the result in the data browser and mark the result in the list.
} Tap

.

ü The analysis report is displayed on the result page with its 5 tabs to summarize
the values, the calculation and the measurement graph.
Alternatively, mark the result in the results table and tap

.

See also
2 page result table [} 67]

6.3.3

Printing the analysis report and exporting it as a PDF

Printing the analysis report

It is possible to print out the analysis report on a connected printer.
} Open the analysis report.
} Tap

.

ü The analysis report is printed.
Exporting the analysis report

It is possible to save the analysis report for a result on a connected USB flash drive in
PDF format.
} Insert an initialized USB flash drive into the USB port of the device (behind the front
door, top right).
} Open the analysis report.
} Tap

to save the analysis report as a PDF.

ü The analysis report is saved on the USB flash drive. Wait for the message that the
file was successfully saved before removing the USB flash drive.
Alternatively, there is the option to export the analysis reports for several results from
the results table to one single PDF file and to print out this file.

See also
2 Exporting the results table as PDF [} 69]
2 Exporting results as a CSV report [} 69]
2 Opening the analysis report [} 73]

6.3.4

Editing the analysis characteristics of a result and recalculating the result
The characteristics of a result which were created in the sequence can be edited in the
analysis report:
} Open the analysis report for the result (→ "Opening the analysis report"  73).
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} Tap
.
The system opens the edit result page.
} Edit the data and confirm the changes with OK.
ü The result is recalculated and the analysis report in the result window is updated.
Page edit result

The following analysis characteristics can be edited on the edit result page:
Tab

Characteristics

Description

general

name

Sample name

folder path

When changing the folder path, the result is automatically moved to the new folder in the data
browser.

remark

Optional comment on the result

composition

Unit of measurement of the result

injection volume

Sample volume injected into the combustion tube

density

Only for units with mass fractions

determination

Sample density

Standard

diluent blank

Manually enter subsequently determined dilution
blank

preparation
solvent blank

Manually enter subsequently determined preparation solvent blank

nominal value

Only for sample types calibration point and AQS
standard
Concentration of the analytes in the standard
sample

Note: The type of characteristics which can be edited depends on the sample type.

6.3.5

Selecting separate analysis operations for result calculation
If there were several separate analysis operations conducted for one sample, you have
the option to enable/disable the individual analysis operations which shall be used for
the calculation.
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Note: The parameters for the automatic selection of the separate analysis operations
during the measurement can be defined for each method.
} Open the analysis report for the result.
} Tap
.
The system opens the define determinations page.
} Mark all individual results to be used for calculation with a check mark.
} Confirm the entries with OK.
ü The result is recalculated and the analysis report in the result window is updated.
Disabled individual results are grayed out in the results tab.
define determinations page

6.3.6

Recalculating the results with a calibration
It is possible to recalculate a result with a different calibration, for example, to include a
different daily factor.
} Open the analysis report for the result.
} Tap
.
The system opens the define calibration page.
} Select the calibration to be used.
} Confirm the selection with OK.
ü The result is recalculated and the analysis report in the result window is updated.

6.3.7

Deleting a result
It is possible to delete a selected result from the database.
} Open the analysis report for the result.
} Tap

.

} Acknowledge the prompt to delete the result.
ü The result is deleted from the database.
You also have the option to mark several results on the result table page and delete all
of them together or to select a result in the data browser and to delete it there.
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See also
2 Opening the analysis report [} 73]
2 page open results [} 66]
2 page result table [} 67]
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7

Data

Data
When selecting the menu item data the system will open the data browser in the software. On this screen you can search for methods, sequences or results saved in the database and open them.

Navigating in the data browser

The data browser consists of 3 columns in which the folder structure is displayed.

} If you tap on a folder in the left column, the sub-folders/files of this folder will be
displayed in the middle column.
} When you select a folder in the middle column, its sub-folders/files will be displayed
in the right column
} If you open a 4th level or a level deeper down the structure, the tree will move to the
left hiding the level in the folder directory that was on the highest level until then.
} Tap
Functions in the data browser

to move back to the higher folder level.

The following functions are available when opening the data browser:
Button

Function

Create new method
The system opens the new method page.
Start new analysis
The system opens the edit Sequence page which allows you to define
the action items for the subsequent measurement.
The functions available on this page change with to the selected file type (method, sequence or result).
See also
2 Opening / editing / activating a method [} 44]
2 Opening a sequence [} 63]
2 Opening the results table [} 68]
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